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sation, utilizes classic methods more than may appear to him-
self or to his critics. He devotes them to new uses, and in so
far transforms them.
Education also has its general methods. And if the appli-
cation of this remark is more obvious in the case of the teacher
than of the pupil, it is equally real in the case of the latter.
Part of his learning, a very important part, consists in becom-
ing master of the methods which the experience of others has
shown to be most efficient in like cases of getting knowledge.1
These general methods are in no way opposed to individual
initiative and originality — to personal ways of doing things.
On the contrary they are reinforcements of them. For there
is radical difference between even the most general method
and a prescribed rule. The latter is a direct guide to action;
the former operates indirectly through the enlightenment
it supplies as to ends and means. It operates, that is to say,
through intelligence, and not through conformity to orders
externally imposed. Ability to use even in a masterly way
an established technique gives no warranty of artistic work,
for the latter also depends upon an animating idea.
If knowledge of methods used by others does not directly
tell us what to do, or furnish ready-made models, how does it
operate? What is meant by calling a method intellectual?
Take the case of a physician. No mode of behavior more im-
periously demands knowledge of established modes of diagnosis
and treatment than does his. But after all cases are like, not
identical. To be used intelligently, existing practices, however
authorized they may be, have to be adapted to the exigen-
cies of particular cases. Accordingly, recognized procedures
indicate to the physician what inquiries to set on foot for
himself, what measures to try. They are standpoints from
which to carry on investigations; they economize a survey
of the features of the particular case by suggesting the things
1This point is developed below in a discussion of what are termed psycho-
logical and logical methods respectively. See p. 256.

